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Abstract
The aim of this thesis has been to theoretically investigate how a con-
text-aware system for mobile applications should behave when a phone
call is received while driving in a general setting, while the system con-
siders user preferences and norms. By norm, we mean a sort of rule
that a user has to follow in a given environment, e.q. traffic. The inves-
tigation has lead to an approach on how a general setting could be im-
plemented; in particular, by general setting we mean that the user is a
car driver and the environment is the public roads. A given system (e.q.
an app) supports the interaction between the user and the environ-
ment. A use case has been used as a basis for the investigation, that in-
volves forwarding calls while considering user preferences and norms
while driving in front of a school.

The first steps, in this thesis, have been to model the user profile and
the environment profile, and to find activation and deactivation condi-
tions of both user preferences and norms. An algorithm in pseudocode
has been provided that manages how a context-aware system will han-
dle the context-aware decision making process.  The decision making
process  has  then been evaluated,  and the evaluation has  been done
while considering real mobile applications on the market.

The results of this thesis can be used, for example, as a basis for imple-
menting context-aware mobile applications, e.q. applications handling
calls.
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1 Introduction

Computer usage today is greater than ever before. According to Gartner [1] smartphone sales
reached 1,4 billion units in 2015, which was an increase of 14,4 percent from 2014. Due to this in-
creased computer usage, the amount of applications are steadily increasing, and the possibilities
of computer technology seems endless. This increase in application usage results in a demand for
improved and more intelligent applications, and thus the interest of context-aware applications
also increases.

Context-aware computing is a paradigm in which applications use context information, e.q.: lo-
cation of the user, current time of the day and user activity. This paradigm has been studied by
researchers and different context-aware applications have been built [2]. An example of an appli-
cation that is using context information is Cyberguide that is an application used to assist visitors
to GVU (Graphics, Visualization and Usability) Center. The idea behind it was to move all the pa-
per-based information into a hand-held tour guide that knows where the visitor is and what the
visitor is looking at and can provide answers to typical visitor questions [3].

Context-aware systems take the environment into consideration, like for example the location of
the user. Our environments today consist of several norms and regulations and they sometimes
affect the preferences of the user. There have, for example, been an issue in Sweden where car
drivers drive too fast outside of schools [4]. Research has also shown that talking while driving
can lead to the driver breaking the speed regulations [5]. According to Lindqvist and Hong [6]
people want and need to use their cell phones while driving, in order to, for example, plan meet-
ings and get directions where to drive.

Since  user  preferences  and norms affect  each  other,  it  is  relevant  to  investigate  how a con-
text-aware system should handle the interaction between them. There is a challenge in how a
context-aware system should handle the filtering between user preferences and norms when sug-
gesting actions to the user. This thesis investigates a general setting in the interaction between a
user and his/her environment. In order to do this analysis of interaction, some use cases are
modeled and analyzed. In particular, we consider a user which is a car driver and the environ-
ment is the public roads. A given system (an app) supports the interaction between the user and
the environment. In a specific use case, it is investigated how a context-aware system should
handle the situation when a car driver receives a phone call. An important note is that this thesis
is not investigating how the information of the environment is collected, but rather on how the
information should be handled.

There are currently not much research available on how norms should be considered in con-
text-aware systems in regards of user preferences even though they are an important part of our
environment. It has, however, become important when studying driver assistance systems and
also fully autonomous cars since these cars need to be aware of unknown behavior or other traf-
fic fellows and be able to change their interactions with the environment [7]. There has been re-
search on context-aware systems and safe driving. Lindqvist and Hong [6] recognize that people
want to use their  cellphones while driving.  However, they are not focusing on how a system
should be designed to consider both user preferences and norms but rather how a system could
be designed to make the driver less distracted by the cellphone by burden-shifting from call re -
cipients to callers.

When looking at current applications on the market, there are not many applications that are
context-aware in the sense that they consider user preferences together with norms. There are
some applications that have focused on, for example, talking and texting while driving. These ap-
plications, however, are mostly focused on either just blocking all calls when the user is driving,
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or only forwarding calls that the user decided that the application should forward and not taking
the norms in the environment into consideration [8], [9].

Again in this background, the thesis explores how to model user preferences and norms in con-
text-aware systems. The focus is on a general setting, but it is also applied to a specific use case
described in Chapter 3. The first steps in this thesis are to model user preferences and the envi-
ronment, and finding activation and deactivation conditions. The thesis then provides an algo-
rithm in pseudocode on how a context-aware system handles the context-aware decision making
process. An application that handles phone calls called  Safe Driving + Auto SMS is evaluated
and compared to the algorithm in terms of actions suggested when considering the context in
terms of user preferences and norms of the environment [10]. The thesis also provides a discus -
sion about other context-aware applications that consider norms of the environment when driv-
ing but that do not manage phone calls. 

The context-aware decision making process that handles if a call should be forwarded or not is
provided for a general setting. The result of this thesis can then be used as a basis for developing
context-aware systems from the ground up, or to implement a context-aware decision making
process for an existing mobile application or system for the given situation. It also provides some
initial criteria for evaluating the safeness of applications which provide help for drivers. 

The data models created for the user and the environment profiles, together with the life cycles
created for user preferences and norms, can be used or extended to fit different use cases and
also to add, modify or remove user preferences and norms.
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1.1 Outline

The following is an overview of this thesis.

1. Introduction

This section provides a short introduction to the topic of this thesis.

2. Background

This  section  contains  definitions  that  are  important  for  the  thesis:  context,  con-
text-awareness, user preferences and norms. There is also a subsection describing ethical
issues in context-aware systems.

3. Problem Description

This section defines the problem that this thesis investigates and presents the research
questions that is to be answered.

4. Method

This section describes the methods that are used for answering the research questions.

5. Data Modeling 

This section describes the data modeling of the general setting and a use case is used as
an example. The data modeling is part of the results of this thesis and is used to define
life cycles in Section 6.

6. Life Cycles

This section focuses on life cycle diagrams of the user preferences and the norms using
state-based descriptions. The life cycles created are part of the results of this thesis and
are used for the creation of the algorithm in Section 7.

7. The Decision Making Process

This section handles the context-aware decision making process. An algorithm in pseu-
docode is presented that focus on the filtering between the user preferences  and the
norms. The algorithm is a part of the results of this thesis and is evaluated in Section 8.

8. Application Evaluation

This section evaluates an application currently available on the market using ground sit-
uations of the use case. It is compared to the algorithm in pseudocode created in Section
7. The results of the evaluation are part of the results of the thesis.

9. Results

This section presents the results and answers the research questions. 

10. Discussion

This section discusses the results of this thesis and suggestions are given on further work
that can be made in the area.
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2 Background

This section focuses on defining concepts that are essential for reading this thesis. Since a lot of
the concepts are broad, the definitions are important in order to make sure that the reader is in-
formed about what the exact meaning of concept used in this thesis means. The most important
ones and the ones that are described in this section are: context, context-awareness, user prefer-
ences and norms. This background also includes information about ethical issues regarding con-
text-aware systems.

2.1 Context and context-awareness

In the article Architecture for Context [11], Winograd describes that context has been adapted to
computing from the original use that refers to language. This is reflected in the word itself: con
(with) text. Through the use of language, people can produce a text that is intended to be inter-
preted by other people. It is up to the audience to construct an appropriate meaning of the text
and that construction is based on what goes on with the text, that is the context. Winograd de -
fines context as: "Something is context because of the way it is used in interpretation, not due to
its inherent properties. The voltage on the power lines is context if there is some action by the
user and/or computer whose interpretation is dependent on it, but otherwise is just part of the
environment" [11].

The authors of the article Context and Adaptivity in Pervasive Computing Environments: Links
with Software Engineering and Ontological Engineering [12] describe context using the key-
words:  dynamic, relational and  imperfect.  The first  claim is that context is dynamic such as
most of the context dimensions are dynamic, like the location of the user. Some context dimen -
sions change more frequently than others, like one dimension might change its state every year
while another dimension may change every second. Context also has an evolving nature, such
that it is dynamically constructed. An example of this is user knowledge that evolves naturally
over time. A user adds new knowledge or some knowledge is forgotten. The second claim is that
context is relational since it is evident that several context dimensions are interrelated somehow.
An example of this is that there are different relations between people in a persons home than in
that persons workplace. The person being in the office or at home is usually related with present
time. That is why relationships between context dimensions are important for both context rep-
resentation and interpretation. The third claim is that context is imperfect because of imprecise-
ness and incompleteness of context dimensions. When considering sensors for example, it is a
known fact that they do not give hundred percent of accuracy, and multiple sensors can provide
different readings of the same context value [12].

Context can be divided into two categories:  static context and  dynamic context. Static context
does not change over time and an example of that is the name of a person. Dynamic context
keeps changing depending on the context dimension, like age and location [12].

Now that context has been described, it is also important to describe the term context awareness.
The term  context awareness in general refers to the ability of computing systems to gain and
reason about the context information and to adapt applications appropriately [13]. Winograd de-
scribes context-aware computing as: "Context-aware computing might be better described as the
design of computing mechanism that can use characterizations of some standard aspects of the
user's setting as a context for interaction". He also mentions that this description includes places,
people and also network connections, protocols and stored information [11].
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The interaction paradigms with the devices of today struggle with accounting for the differences
between the static desktop and mobile interaction models. Since a lot of computing devices now
are used in changing environments, they still do not adapt to those changing environments that
well [2].

There have arrived several different perspectives on how mobile applications can take advantage
of context. Cyberguide is an example of an application that takes advantage of context. It is used
to assist visitors to GVU (Graphics, Visualization and Usability) Center  [3]. The different per-
spectives have led to an increase in context-aware computing in two ways. The first one is active
context awareness that automatically adapts to discovered context by changing the behavior of
an application. The second way is passive context awareness that presents new or updated con-
text to a user or save the context for that user to get later [2].

A lot of cellphone users today are reachable at any place at any time. There are many benefits of
being connected at all times but it can also be inconvenient, like when receiving calls during a
meeting, or dangerous like taking calls or texting while driving. According to Lindqvist and Hong
[6] people want and need to use their cell phones while driving, in order to for example plan
meetings and get directions where to drive. Items like hands-free have been developed to deal
with the issue of cellphone use while driving; however, research have shown that for example
hands-free still cause distractions while driving and can lead to accidents [6]. Suggestions are
made to use technique to reduce need of operating a cellphone while driving. Context awareness
can be used for this when consideration is taken to for example location, movement and the
identity of  who is  calling. A context-aware application must consider different  conflicting re-
quirements,  like for  example  usability,  ability for efficient  communication,  reduction of  un-
wanted interruptions, sensitive to privacy and ability to interrupt the driver if it is needed [6]. 

2.2 User preferences

A context-aware system is often dependent on the preferences of the user. The definition of a
user according to Cambridge Dictionaries Online is: "someone who uses a product, machine or
service" and Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English uses a similar definition of a user:
"someone or something that uses a product, service etc" [14], [15]. Cambridge Dictionaries On-
line defines preference as: "the fact that you like something or someone more than another thing
or person"  [14]. Longman definition of preference is: "if you have a preference for something,
you like it more than another thing and will choose it if you can" [15].

User preferences are a specific user's opinions on for example friends, ads, services, goods and
the results provided by a search engine. They are usually related to recommender systems since a
recommender system converts data on users and the preferences of the users in order to predict
their possible interests [16]. 

It  is  important  to  note  that  user  preferences  might  change  over  time.  In  the  article  Con-
text-awareness and Mobile Devices, the authors state that: "their representation in the applica-
tion can be adjusted, for example implicitly with learning techniques or explicitly with user input
settings" [17]. 

When looking at the cellphone use while driving, it is clear that a lot of people want to use their
cellphone while driving in order to, for example, get directions [6].
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2.3 Norms

A context-aware system needs to take the environment into consideration. The environment of-
ten imposes or suggests norms that affect the behavior of individuals in the environment. Ac-
cording to Cambridge Dictionaries Online, the meaning of norm is: "an accepted standard or a
way of behaving or doing things that most people agree on" and defines regulation as: "an official
rule or act of controlling something" [14]. Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English defines
norms as: "generally accepted standards of social behavior" and regulation as: "the official rule
or order" [15].

This thesis is only considering norms, because a regulation can be considered as a set of norms,
and thus the handling of norms is sufficient for handling norms and regulations of the environ-
ment.

Since context is dynamic, user preferences might change depending on norms and regulations.
For example some user preferences might be active when a person is going to choose a restau-
rant but will change if that person is going to choose a restaurant together with a friend.

2.4 Ethical issues

The privacy concerns that are related to context-aware systems are important issues and a rele-
vant topic to be discussed. In the article Review on the security related issues in context aware
system, four factors that raise privacy concerns among users of context aware applications are
being discussed. These factors are: information receiver reliability, possible usage of user's in-
formation, level of sensitivity in terms of users data and environment in which user's informa-
tion is shared or its privacy is being disclosed [18].

The factor information receiver reliability describes the issue of the receiver of the user's infor-
mation. The user can have doubts on the credibility of the person who receives the information
and are often only given the option to trust the one who is provided with the information. The
second factor, possible usage of user's information, describes users concern about what the in-
formation they share will be used for by the receiver.  Level of sensitivity in terms of users data
describes the issue of some kind of data being sensitive for the users to share and the users are
having concerns if a system is secure enough so the information shared will not be accessible to a
third party. The last factor is the environment in which user's information is shared or its privacy
is being disclosed. This factor describes that users can have concerns about sharing information
in some contexts that are extra sensitive to the users, and that these concerns prevent the user
from sharing sensitive or highly secure information in that context [18].

The factors above are important for developing context-aware systems. However, this thesis is
focusing on the modeling of user preferences and norms in a context-aware system so it does not
take ethical issues into consideration. The ethical issues are discussed in Section 9, where sug-
gestions of further work are provided.
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3 Problem Description

This thesis investigates a general setting in the interaction between a user and an environment.
In order to do this analysis of interaction, some use cases are considered. In particular, the user
is a car driver and the environment is the public roads. A given system (e.q. an app) supports the
interaction between the user and the environment. This section presents the research questions,
defines the general setting and defines a specific use case that applies to that general setting. The
use case is used continuously throughout this thesis.

3.1 The general setting

The general setting that is investigated can be applied to many different situations, and is illus-
trated in Figure 1 and defined in the following way:

(a) The general setting starts.

(b) The context-aware system knows that it will be entering a critical area where an object is
situated. The critical area is the area where norms of the general setting becomes active
and needs extra consideration. In this setting, it is when approaching an object (school,
cross road, etc.). 

(c) The critical area is entered.

(d) The context-aware system knows that it will be exiting the critical area.

(e) The critical area ends.

(f) The general setting ends.

Figure 1: Shows the general setting where important points are presented in the figure. The
digit 1 corresponds to (a) , digit 2 corresponds to (c), digit 3 corresponds to (e) and the digit 4

corresponds to (f). The critical area is also marked in the figure.
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Figure 2 and Figure 3 show two different use cases where the general setting could be applied. 

Figure 2: Illustration of a use case where a user is driving a car in an environment with a
pedestrian crossing. The circles that contains digits in the figure show the important transi-

tions for this use case. 

The list below explains how the use case in Figure 2 is modified to fit the general setting.

(a) The use case starts when transition point 1 is passed.

(b) Between transition points 1 and 2, the context-aware system knows that the user will be
entering a critical  area that occur after  transition point 2 (a pedestrian crossing that
needs extra consideration). This is known from the environment with information gath-
ered from the road sign.

(c) The critical area is entered when transition point 2 is passed (the sign is passed).

(d) The context-aware system knows that it will be exiting the critical area between transi-
tion points 2 and 3 when transition point 3 is passed.

(e) The critical area ends when transition point 3 is passed (the second sign is passed).

(f) The use case ends when transition point 4 is passed.
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Figure 3: Illustration of a use case where a user is driving a car in an environment where there
is a school present. The circles that contains digits in the figure show important transitions for

this use case. 

The list below explains how the use case in Figure 3 is modified to fit the general setting.

(a) The use case starts when transition point 1 is passed.

(b) Between transition points 1 and 2, the context-aware system knows that it will be enter-
ing a critical area that occur after transition point 2 (the car will pass a school that needs
extra consideration). This is known with information gathered from the environment.

(c) The critical area is entered when transition point 2 is passed.

(d) The context-aware system knows that it will be exiting the critical area between transi-
tion points 2 and 3 when transition point 3 is passed.

(e) The critical area ends when transition point 3 is passed (the second sign is passed).

(f) The use case ends when transition point 4 is passed.

This  thesis  is  continuously  using  the  use  case  described  in  Figure  3  as  a  running  example
throughout the different sections.
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3.2 Use case

Figure 4 shows a formal description of the use case in Figure 3. The normal course is that the
driver is approaching a school where there is a speed sign situated that states that during week-
days, between 7 am and 5 pm, the speed limit is 30 km/hrs and otherwise 70 km/hrs. The driver
will receive a phone call at some point during the use case.

Figure 4: A formal description of Figure 3 that is used throughout the thesis.

Driver 

Precondition1
Precondition2
Precondition3

1
2
3
4
5

Title Driver receives a phone call outside a school

Primary actor
Other actors Caller, System

Description
The driver receives a phone call while driving 
outside a school

Trigger
A phone call to the driver, can happen at any time 
in the use case

User is driving a car
User has the system installed on cellphone
The cellphone is turned on

Normal course
Driver is driving a car
Driver passes first road sign
Driver approaches a school
Driver passes a school
Driver passes second road sign

Termination outcome System forward/declines the call
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3.3 Research questions

Given the general setting described in Section 3.1, and the use case described in Section 3.2, the
following questions are answered in this thesis:

1. For some important subsets of user preferences for our use case, how should they affect
a context-aware system? (1)

2. For some important subsets of norms of the environment for our use case, how should
they affect a context-aware system? (2)

3. How should (1) and (2) affect each other in a context-aware system? (3)
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4 Method

This section states the methods that are used for this thesis. 

4.1 User and environment semantic model

Intelligent applications depend on for example personalization and context-aware intelligent sys-
tems. Context modeling is useful in order to model knowledge about a user and the current driv-
ing situation [19].

The general setting is described using this method, and generates two general semantic models
which are illustrated as UML models. One semantic model is for the user profile in terms of pref-
erences and the other one is for the environment profile in terms of norms. For the specific use
case described in Section 3.2, current available data is used to decide important user preferences
and norms for the use case and show how the general UML models are instantiated to fit that use
case.

4.2 State-based description

This thesis considers the user preferences of the user profile and the norms of the environment
profile.

It is important to know the status of each norm and how different actions affect the internal sta-
tus of each norm in a given situation. If a system is aware about which norms that are active and
which norms that can be violated by performing certain actions, it performs better and performs
actions that either respect the norm or prevent the system from being subject to them [20]. 

A method to formalize  how to integrate  norms is  by giving  a state-based description of  the
norms. This can be done by splitting a norm content into three parts. The first part is activation
condition that describes when a norm is activated. The second part is the deactivation condition
which describes when the norm stops being active. The third and final part is the maintenance
condition which describes when a norm has been violated. This method can be used to obtain the
life cycle of the norm and thus be illustrated using life cycle diagrams [20].

In this thesis, state-based descriptions are used for modeling dynamic behavior of the user pref-
erences and norms generally, and for the use case described in Section 3.2. This is done in order
to define the activation and deactivation conditions for the user preferences and the norms. The
conditions are illustrated using life cycle diagrams.

4.3 Context-aware decision making process

The context-aware decision making process takes the modeling of user preferences and norms in
Section 5, and the life cycles created in Section 6 into consideration. The context-aware decision
making process considers how to filter the user preferences and norms in the general setting and
in the use case described in Section 3.2. An algorithm is presented for this through the use of
pseudocode.

Pseudocode is structured English that is commonly used to describe algorithms. The advantages
of describing algorithms using pseudocode is that the developer does not have to be distracted by
the language syntax and can focus on the logic of the algorithm instead. The use of pseudocode
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also makes it easier to implement the algorithm into actual code in some programming language,
since it is just to implement the algorithm by following the pseudocode line by line [21].

4.4 Evaluation of applications

In Section 8, an application called Safe Driving + Auto SMS is evaluated. The application handles
phone calls when the user is driving. There is also an evaluation of the algorithm presented in
Section 7. The evaluation uses six different ground situations created for the use case, and then
look at  what  actions  that  the algorithm and the  application  suggests  for  handling  incoming
phone calls throughout the whole use case. The results of the algorithm and the application are
then compared,  and the focus is  on evaluating the differences  in context-awareness  between
them. The ground situations that are used for evaluation are described in Section 8.

There is also a discussion about other mobile applications that are currently available on the
market. These applications are context-aware while the user is driving , and they consider norms,
but they do not handle either the general setting or the use case of this thesis.
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5 Data Modeling

In this section, two general semantic models of the user profile in terms of user preferences and
the environment profile in terms of norms are presented using UML. The section provides rele-
vant user preferences and norms that applies to the example use case when a driver is receiving a
phone call outside a school and illustrate them in adapted versions of the general UML models.

It is important to model the knowledge there is about the user preferences and the norms, and
UML modeling provides a semantic model that later could be used for implementation, in for ex-
ample a relational database or converted into code in some programming language.

5.1 Semantic modeling for user and environment profile

Feld and Müller describe different concepts for modeling, for example a concept for modeling a
user profile [19]. The first concept is basic dimensions that includes the most personal informa-
tion about the user. The second one is preferences, which can be general preferences but they are
most often application-specific preferences. Interactions is a third concept, and it is described as
human-machine interaction, but also inter-human interaction such as conversations. The fourth
concept is Services,  which is described as storage of for example messages and contacts  [19].
These are the concepts that are used for modeling the user profile in terms of user preferences
and the environment profile in terms of norms.

The ontology design that Feld and Müller describes also makes use of several ontological con-
structs, and some of them are concepts that are used to define entities and a is-a relation which
is a relation between concepts such that they can inherit from other concepts using this relation.
Another concept is has-part relations which means that one concept is a child of another concept
[19].

5.1.1 General semantic model for the user profile and environment profile

The general setting that is used in this thesis involves the interaction between a user and an envi-
ronment. In particular, the user is a car driver and the environment is the public roads. A given
system (an app) supports the interaction between the user and the environment. 

In Figure 5, the user profile is modeled. Considering the concepts mentioned above, the model
needs to include basic dimensions, called BasicDimensions in the UML, for personal informa-
tion. In the general setting, the user must have abilities such as that the user can drive, and per-
sonal information like a telephone number. These have a has-a relationship, such that the User
has BasicDimensions and BasicDimensions has PersonalInformation and Abilities. 

The general user profile also consists of interactions, with the system and with a caller. It also
consist of a has-a relationship such that the User has Interactions.

The user preferences are important for the general setting. A user preference have properties
that consist of: an activation condition that describes when it should become active, a deactiva-
tion condition that describes when it stops being active and a trigger that activates it. These are
needed in order to be able to determine the life cycles for them in a context-aware system. The
conditions are defined in Section 6.

User preferences can be either strong or soft. Strong user preferences are the preferences that are
considered the most important preferences to the user, and soft user preferences are preferences
that are more flexible to the user. Defining strong and soft user preferences are important for
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modeling the user profile, and also important when investigating how a system should filter user
preferences in a given situation. The relationship between the user and the user preferences is a
has-a relationship, the User has UserPreferences. The relationship between user preferences
and strong or soft user preferences is a is-a relation, for example, StrongUserPreference is a
UserPreferences.

Services is another important part of the user profile. The user must be able to store informa-
tion somehow, for example contacts. The relationship between the user and services is also a
has-a relationship, and can be read as: User has Services (like storage).

Figure 5: General semantic model of the user profile in terms of user preferences.

In Figure 6, the semantic model of the environment profile in terms of norms is presented. The
same approach as for the user profile is used for this model. There is Environment and also there
must be an environment profile that consist of norms since they are relevant for the setting of the
analysis of the interaction between preferences and norms. A norm must have activation condi-
tion, deactivation condition and trigger in order for context-aware system to be able to consider
them.

Similar  to user preferences,  it  is  important to look at strong and soft  norms when modeling
norms in the environment. Strong norms are norms that are more important norms of the envi-
ronment, while soft norms are more flexible. The relationship between Environment and Envi-
ronmentProfile is a has-a relationship. The relation can be read as: Environment has an En-
vironmentProfile. The relationship is the same between EnvironmentProfile and Norms and
can be read as: EnvironmentProfile has Norms. StrongNorm and SoftNorm both have a is-a re-
lationship to Norms. It can, for example, be read as: StrongNorm is Norms.

The environment also consists of components, EnvironmentComponents, which could be for ex-
ample a road, a school or a crossroad. These components are important in order to be able to de-
termine which norms that are active in the environment. The relationship between the environ-
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ment and components of environment is a  has-a relation. It can be read as:  Environment has
EnvironmentComponents.

Figure 6: Semantic model of environment profile in terms of norms.
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5.1.2 User preferences for the use case

For this thesis, a general user profile is described with a general semantic model and then illus -
trated by the use case. For the use case described in Section 3.2 that is used for this thesis, a user
profile is defined. The user profile consists of the strong user preference contacts and the soft
user preferences age, contacts and speed.

The first user preference to consider for the user profile is speed. Some people, for example older
people, feel more comfortable using the cellphone while driving at a lower speed [22]. 

The user profile also considers the user preference age. It has been shown that older drivers (av -
erage age of 67.6 years) have longer reaction times than younger drivers [23]. Studies have also
shown that drivers in general who use their cellphone while driving have a slower reaction time
than drivers with a 0.08 percent blood alcohol content, which is used as an argument to avoid
using cell phones while driving [24]. Because of this, older drivers should have less calls forward-
ed to them while driving.

The third user preference used is contacts, as in who the caller is. Most drivers check the caller-
ID before deciding if they should answer a call or not  [25]. This means that some contacts are
considered more important than others when considering if a call should be answered or not. It
might for example be important to be able to reach people that the driver considers having a
closer relationship with  [22]. It can also feel like an obligation to take phone calls from work
[26]. Contacts can therefore be split into strong contacts that are important contacts for the user,
and soft contacts that are still important, but not as important as the strong contacts.

For the use case used in this thesis, strong contacts should be regarded as a strong user prefer-
ence since it is important for all kind of drivers if the caller is important, while age and speed are 
considered soft since it depends on who the driver is. Soft contacts are considered a soft user 
preference as well, since they are the contacts that the user have, but that do not belong to im-
portant contacts.

5.1.3 Semantic model of user profile

In Figure 7, BasicDimensions includes position. Position is relevant since it is the current posi-
tion of the user, and it is considered to be relevant personal information for the use case de-
scribed in Section 3.2. PersonalInformation as a telephone number is important personal in-
formation. The user must have a telephone number in order for a caller to be able to reach 
him/her. It is also important for the use case that the user has certain abilities, like that the user 
can drive. There is a has-a relationship between User and BasicDimensions, and also between 
BasicDimensions and PersonalInformation/Abilities.

Interactions are described as human-machine interaction and for the use case in this thesis, it
means that the user is interacting with the system. The other description of interaction is in-
ter-human interaction, and in this use case it means the interaction between the user and the
caller. The relationship between User and Interactions can be described as a has-a relation-
ship, User has Interactions.

The user preferences that are relevant for this use case are contacts, age and driving speed. The
soft user preferences has properties of soft contacts, speed and age while the strong user prefer -
ences has property of strong contacts. User and UserPreferences have a has-a relationship and
UserPreferences and  SoftUserPreference, StrongUserPreference have a  is-a relation-
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ship.  The  relation  between  UserPreferences and  StrongUserPreference  can  be  read  as:
StrongUserPreference is a UserPreferences.

Finally the concept Services. In order for the user to prioritize contacts there has to exist a pos-
sibility for the user to store contacts. The relationship between User and Services can be de-
scribed as a has-a relationship. 

Figure 7: UML model of user profile for the use case.

5.1.4 Norms for the use case

The environment profile is the user's dynamic and environment context [27]. The environment
profile for the use case described by Section 3.2 in this thesis handles the norms that are relevant
for the use case. These norms are: time and speed and a norm that says that it is legal to use a
cellphone while driving.

For the use case, time and speed combined is a strong norm for the environment profile. In the
use case there is a sign that states that during weekdays between 7 am and 5 pm there is a lower
speed limit, 30 km/hrs, outside the school stated on a road sign. The other hours the speed limit
is  70 km/hrs.  There is a general norm that drivers should considerably  low speed when ap-
proaching environments where children are situated next to or on the road  [28]. This makes
road signs that has max speed 30 km/hrs common on roads close to schools. The police in Swe-
den has also stated that a lot of drivers are driving above the speed limit outside of schools [4]. It
is therefor not appropriate to take phone calls when driving outside of a school. The second norm
states that it is legal to use cell phones while driving in Sweden [29]. However, this norm is to be
considered a soft norm since even if it is allowed there are studies about risks when drivers are
using a cellphone while driving [5].
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5.1.5 Semantic model of the environment profile

Figure 8 illustrates the environment profile in terms of norms. The environment of the use case
must consist of some different concepts. The environment must have a location, where the envi-
ronment is situated. It must also have time so that it is possible to know the current time in the
environment.  Environment is composed of some  EnvironmentComponents like a road for car
traffic, a school connected to road and can have road signs in order to find the norms that are ac-
tive in the environment. The relationship between Environment and EnvironmentComponents
can be described as a has-a relationship.

EnvironmentProfile is composed by Norms. The relationship between Environment and Envi-
ronmentProfile and between EnvironmentProfile and Norms can all be described as a has-a
relationship. There are also StrongNorm that has the property timeAndSpeed and the soft norm
SoftNorm that has the property notIllegal. Both of them have the relationship is a to Norms. 

Figure 8: UML model of environment profile for the use case.
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5.2 Conclusions of data modeling

This section has modeled the data of the user profile in terms of preferences and the environ-
ment in terms of norms. The modeling has been done for both the general setting and the use
case.  It  has taken into consideration important components that are needed to create a user
model: basic dimensions, preferences, interactions and services.

The modeling of the user profile in terms of preferences has been presented using UML, Figure 5
for the general setting and in Figure 7 for the use case.  The environment profile in terms of
norms has been modeled using UML, in figure 6 for the general setting and in figure 8 for the use
case.

Environment components is an extremely important part for the environment profile. The rea-
son for this is because, since all components from the environment that is to be considered by
the user preferences and norms for their activation and deactivation conditions needs to be de-
fined there. If the environment profile is to be implemented in a context-aware system, it will be
challenging for the developer/developers to find out what components that should be included in
to the environment components for the environment profile. That is why the basic dimensions is
important for the user preferences as well since it is important to have the personal information
about the user in order to consider it together with the environment in a context-aware system.

In next section, the modeling of the user profile and the environment profile are used in order to
illustrate the life cycles of the user preferences and the norms.
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6 Life Cycles

In Section 4.2, there is a description about using state-based descriptions. In this section that
method is used to identify activation and deactivation conditions for the general setting and for
the use case. The modeling of the user profile and the environment profile described in Section 5
provides the data needed for the general setting and for the use case.

Garcia-Gasulla and Nieves [20] describe that it is valuable to define activation, deactivation and
maintenance conditions because it can provide two different elements which represent the norm
completely. These two elements are condition and content. Condition is what defines the re-
quirements for a norm to be applicable in a given state and it includes both the activation and de-
activation conditions. The second element, content, defines the actions that the norms regulates
upon and includes the maintenance condition. This can be described by: 

• Norm: What the norm is.

• Condition: Activation and deactivation condition.

• Content: What actions that should be taken. 

They also mention that conditions can be described as:

• Activation condition: Defines when a norm is active.

• Deactivation condition: Defines when a norm stops being active.

• Maintenance condition: Defines when the norm has been violated.

It is described in Section 4.2 that using this method can provide information about the life cycle
of the norm which makes it possible to create life cycle diagrams. In the following sections the
method above is used for both user preferences and norms. An important note is that the main-
tenance conditions are left out from the first two sections and violations are described in Section
6.3. Life cycle diagrams are used to illustrate the life cycles of them for both the general setting
described in Section 3.1 and the use case described in Section 3.2.

The life cycles for the general setting and for the use case are used in Section 7 where an algo-
rithm is introduced that handles the filtering of user preferences and norms in a context-aware
system. This means that the information provided in this section is part of the results of the the-
sis.

6.1 Life cycles for user preferences

The first part of this section is to define the conditions described above for user preferences of
the general setting. It is important to take user preferences in consideration, as for norms, be-
cause it is important in Section 7 when the context-aware decision making process is described.
The condition and content for the user preferences can be described as follows:

User preference: The strong and soft user preferences applicable for a given context. 

Condition: The activation of a given context where the general setting can be applied.

Content: The user preferences are being considered in the general setting.
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The activation and deactivation conditions for the user preferences in the general setting are:

Activation condition: The start of a given context where the general setting can be applied.

Deactivation condition: The end of a given context where the general setting has been ap-
plied.

Figure 9: Shows a life cycle diagram for a user preference.

These activation and deactivation conditions are the same for all user preferences, and a life cy-
cle for a user preference can be seen in Figure 9. The reason to why these conditions have been
selected is because of the setting to be general. In Section 7, the context-aware decision making
process is described and an algorithm written in pseudocode is presented. The idea behind this
general setting is that new user preferences later can be easily added. It is important to note that
user preferences should always, in some sense, be subject to maximization since user preferences
are important in the field of context awareness as mentioned in Section 2.

When looking at the use case described in Section 3.2, the content and condition for the user
preferences can be described by:

User preferences: Strong contacts, soft contacts, soft age and soft speed.

Condition: The start of the use case, driving near a school. 

Content: The user preferences are being considered in the use case.

The conditions for the use case are:

Activation condition: The start of the use case.

Deactivation condition: The end of the use case.

The conclusion is that the life cycle for all the user preferences of the use case is the same. These
user preferences should be prioritized similar to what is mentioned in regards to the general set-
ting.

Strong user preferences,  like strong contacts,  should be given extra priority since they are of
great importance to the user. Strong user preferences can even be given veto [30].
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6.2 Life cycles for norms

In this section, the method of life cycles is used to define conditions for the norms. The content
and the condition for the norms of the general setting can be described as follows: 

Norms: The norms that are applicable to the general setting.

Condition: Close or near object in the general setting, when the norms activates.

Content: The norms in the general setting need to be taken into consideration.

The activation and deactivation conditions for the general setting are:

Activation condition: Near object in general setting, when the norms are activated.

Deactivation condition: After the object has been passed and the general setting ends.

This is illustrated in Figure 10, and as can be seen all norms have the same life cycle. The life cy-
cles is the same because the focus here is on a general setting and thus not a specific setting for
each norm.

Figure 10: Shows a life cycle diagram for a norm.

The condition and content for the norms for the use case can be described:

Norm: Speed and time and the norm that states that it is allowed to use cellphone while driving.

Condition: Close to school where the norm activates.

Content: The norms need to be taken into consideration.

The conditions for the use case are:

Activation condition: Close to school when the norm activates.

Deactivation condition: When the school has been passed.

6.3 Violation for norms and user preferences

It was mentioned at the beginning of this section that it is important to consider violations of
norms. The life cycles for norms and for user preferences are the both for the general setting de-
scribed in Section 3.1, and for the use case described in Section 3.2. However, even though the
life cycles are the same for the user preferences, and the same for the norms, they can be active
for example on different contexts depending on what norm it is. There can, for example, be a
user preference that is only active during a specific time of the day, which can lead to situations
that results in a change between transition points, if a car driver is driving in front of the school
between transition point 2 and 3 in the use case described in Section 3.2, and the time changes,
then a user preference can become active between the transitions when it is already entered.
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For example, in the use case there is a speed norm, that is only active during specific hours dur -
ing the day (30 km/hrs outside school between 7 am and 5 pm), which means that it is important
for the system to know if the norm has been violated (context can change in just a couple of mil -
liseconds).

Garcia-Gasulla and Nieves  [20] use the concept infringed in order to represent the fact that a
norm is active and violated at the same time. This concept provides more information about the
state of a norm how it can affect the actions. It is also important to point out that a norm can be
violated but not active as well. If there is knowledge about a norm being violated but not active it
is possible to define activation actions for that state called infringing actions. This will result in
an infringed norm. The same can be done for violating norms when they are active. 

The diagram for handling violations for the general setting is shown in Figure 11. 

Figure 11: Shows a violation diagram.

6.4 Conclusions for life cycles

The general setting for this thesis has the same life cycles for all the norms and the same life cycle
for all the user preferences. 

In Figure 12, the collaboration between the life cycles for the use case described in Section 3.2 is
illustrated. Figure 12 shows that the user preferences are active before being close to school and
end at the end of the use case. The norms are active outside the school and end after passing the
school.
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Figure 12: Shows the use case with user preferences and norms overlapping and creating dif-
ferent contexts.

In the next section, the context-aware decision making process is introduced using the informa-
tion from the UML models introduced by Section 5, together with the life cycles determined in
this section as a basis.
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7 The Decision Making Process

The following section focuses on the context-aware decision making process of a given system. In
order to introduce a novel decision making process, an algorithm is presented in order to de-
scribe the decision making process through the use of pseudocode. The decision making process
is mainly focused on the filtering of the strong and soft user preferences and the strong and soft
norms, and how the system finds out what calls that should or should not be forwarded for a giv-
en context. The information from the data modeling in Section 5 and the life cycles in Section 6
are used for this.

In order to introduce the suggested decision making algorithm, a main loop is suggested that
controls the flow of the system for the general setting that has been described in Section 3.1. This
main loop calls different functions, and the two functions, filter and plan, are presented in pseu-
docode together with the main loop.

The suggested new decision making algorithm follows the general schema of the practical rea-
soning algorithms which have been explored in the settings of Multiagent Systems [31].

7.1 Filtering rules and interference

Whenever a given system is aware of the activation of different user preferences and norms, it
needs to decide how they should affect the behavior of the system when they are activated to-
gether. The reason for this is because of the concept of interference. The meaning of this concept
is that if two user preferences or norms interfere each other, it means that they can not be exe-
cuted without regarding another user preference or norm. If the system was to be implemented,
it is worth mentioning that the interference can be avoided by simply not choosing user prefer-
ences or norms that can interfere each other, but to not be able to choose user preferences and
norms because they interfere would be very restricting. There is two types of interference that
could happen when user preferences and norms are to be activated together, and those two are:

1. Some set of user preferences or some set of norms in the same category (strong or soft)
wants to be applied to the same set of calls.

2. A user preference or norm in one category (strong or soft) wants to be applied to a set of
calls that another category of user preferences or norms have already been applied to.

An example of (1) would be that a strong user preference states that if person X calls, that call
should always be forwarded, and that another strong user preference states that if a person calls
when the speed of the car is 50 km/h or higher,  that call  should not be forwarded,  and the
car/user is driving at 60 km/h.

In order to handle the kind of interference described in (1), a weight system is added to each cat-
egory that results in a prioritization between all user preferences or norms within that category.
These weights are then used in order to prioritize the user preferences or norms within that cate-
gory, determining which of the user preferences or norms that should be applied first within that
category.

An example of (2) would be that a strong user preference states that if person X calls, that call
should always be forwarded, and that another soft norm states that no calls should be forwarded
when a car driver is outside of schools.

In order to handle the kind of interference described in (2), a general priority is added for each
category, that determines in which order that the category should be applied. As can be read in
Section 6.1, strong user preferences are usually given veto. Because of this, the suggested algo-
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rithm also gives veto to strong user preferences,  and generally, the algorithm prioritizes user
preferences higher then norms. It is worth mentioning that this could be changed if the algo-
rithm is to be implemented in some way by changing the order in the function that handles the
prioritization. The prioritization used in the algorithm between the strong and soft user prefer-
ences and the strong and soft norms is:

Strong User Preferences > Strong Norms > Soft User Preferences > Soft Norms

As stated above, this order could be changed easily if the given algorithm was to be implemented.
It is also worth mentioning that these sets of user preferences and norms can be left empty. 

Because of the priority between user preferences and norms together with weights for categories,
and since the algorithm should be working on a set that contains all calls, interference of the
types described in (1) and (2) is handled. This is because if there was to be a ground situation
where user preferences and/or norms interfere with each other, they are still applied in a differ-
ent order on the set of all calls, which results in some user preferences or norms affecting the set
of calls partially, while others affect the set of calls fully or not at all. This results in a type of
maximization of active and applied user preferences and norms.

7.2 Critical Context Points & States

As can be read in Section 3.1 , there are 4 critical context points that need extra consideration. 

The first critical context point marks the start of the general setting, the second point marks the
start of entering the critical area, the third marks where the critical area ends and the fourth
where the general setting ends.

These critical  context points are called Context 1, 2, 3 and 4 in the algorithm. The algorithm
should take the distance, i.e. the area between different points, into consideration when it is de-
veloped, so that it knows where in the general setting it is.

When the system is in Context 1, only strong and soft user preferences are considered and maxi -
mized, since no norms can be active in that context. If the system on the other hand is in Context
2, maximizing strong and soft user preferences and norms should be considered. If the system is
in Context 3, the system should only consider maximizing strong and soft user preferences again.
Also when the system is in Context 4, the system should in some sense shut down since the gen-
eral setting has ended.

The algorithm that is written in pseudocode can be regarded as always being in either a state or a
transition at a specific point in time, which is illustrated in Figure 13. This is because the algo-
rithm is either running, which means that it is either in state n or state n + 1, or it is in a transi -
tion between two different states. Each state that the algorithm is currently in, have some set of
active user preferences and/or norms. The algorithm then changes the active user preferences
and norms when another state is entered, depending on the current critical context point and the
context from the environment. At the end of each state, the algorithm creates a plan depending
on the active user preferences and norms before transitioning into another state. Calls can then
be forwarded to the user in between the states in the so called transition.

It is worth noting that this thesis does not focus on execution time of the algorithm and its parts,
which even though not investigated, is extremely important. It is important that the algorithm
has a fast execution time, since the context can change in the blink of an eye, and calls can not be
forwarded while the algorithm is in a state. If the algorithm was to be implemented, execution
time would have to be considered.
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Figure 13: Shows state n and state n + 1 described above, and important to note is that between
the two states is when a call can be received or rejected.

By using these states together with transitions, it is easy to consider user preferences or norms
that uses time as a part of their activation or deactivation conditions. The reason for this is that
the algorithm can simply use a while true loop, which results in continuously updated user pref-
erences and norms, and also time and location.

For example, if the user is between Context 1 and 2, the main loop of the algorithm will run mul -
tiple times, which means that the context can change at any time during execution, even if the
user has not changed context (in the sense that a new context point has been passed). It is also
important to note that the context might change a lot between different critical context points,
even though the critical context point has not changed.

7.3 Functions that needs implementation

This subsection contains descriptions of functions that are used in the pseudocode and that need
to be implemented in order for the algorithm to work. These functions are not given in pseu-
docode, since they are not the focus of this thesis. The functions that are in need of implementa -
tion, and that are used in the pseudocode as if they existed are described below.

isInScenario(environment) :  Returns  true  if  the  user/car  is  in  the  use  case  otherwise  it
should return false. It should use location that is inside the environment.

getNextPercept() : This function returns percept from environment.

brf(environment, percept) : This function updates the environment (the world representa-
tion).

execute(pi) : This function executes the plan consisting of calls to be forwarded.

getContext(environment) : This function returns the current context (critical context point).

deactivateAll(environment, user) :  This function deactivates  all  active user preferences
and norms.

activateStrongUserPreferences(user, environment) :  This function activates all  strong
user preferences that have an activation condition that is fulfilled.

activateSoftUserPreferences(user, environment) : This function activates all soft user
preferences that have an activation condition that is fulfilled.

activateStrongNorms(environment) : This function activates all strong norms that have an
activation condition that is fulfilled.
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activateSoftNorms(environment) : This function activates all soft norms that have an activa-
tion condition that is fulfilled.

getStrongUserPreferences(user) : This function returns all strong user preferences.

getSoftUserPreferences(user) : This function returns all soft user preferences.

getStrongNorms(environment) : This function returns all strong norms.

getSoftNorms(environment) : This function returns all soft norms.

isActive(item) : This function returns true if a strong/soft user preference or norm is active,
else false.

getCallsToForward(item, Set) : This function returns all calls from Set that item allows to be
forwarded. Item can be a strong/soft user preference or norm.

getCallsToNotForward(item, Set) : This function returns all calls from Set that item does
not allow to be forwarded. Item can be a strong/soft user preference or a norm.
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7.4 Main loop

The goal of the main loop is to control the flow of the system. The main loop is constructed in
such a way that if it was to be implemented, it should be easy to place the loop directly into an ex-
isting application or system to work for the general setting. 

The main loop follows these step to achieve its goal:

1. Get the information from the environment and the current critical context point.

2. Update the world representation.

3. Call the filter function that determines what user preferences and norms that should be
active.

4. Call the plan function that creates a plan containing calls that should be forwarded de-
pending on the active strong and soft user preferences and norms.

5. Use the plan that contains the calls that should be forwarded and execute it.

Below is the main loop in pseudocode:

environment := The Environment described in the data modeling section.
user := The User described in the data modeling section.

if isInScenario(environment) is true, then
    while true, do 

        //1. Get the current context and the information from 
        //the environment.
        percept := getNextPercept();
        context :=  getContext(environment);
        //2. Update the world representation.
        environment := brf (environment, percept);
        //3. Filter function that determines which
        //user preferences and norms that should be active.
        (environment, user) := filter (environment, user, context);
        //4. Plan function that creates a set of calls that should
        //be forwarded depending on active user preferences and norms.
        pi := plan(environment, user, context);
        //5. execute the plan.
        execute(pi);        

        if isInScenario(environment) is false, then
            break while
        end if
    end while
end if

As can be seen in the pseudocode above, the main loop runs multiple times during a general set-
ting, which results in a system that is continuously updated, and thus can change behavior when
for example time needs to be considered.
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7.5 Filter function

The filtering function handles the activation of user preferences and norms. The function is sim-
ple, and checks the environment and user variable described in Section 7.4 in the pseudocode in
order to activate the proper user preferences and norms for the given critical context point. This
is done by checking the activation conditions for the user preferences and norms, and the func-
tions that activate the user preferences and norms are left out and should be written if the func-
tion is to be implemented.

The filtering function is listed below in pseudocode:

function filter (environment, user, context) {
    
    //Deactivates all user preferences and norms.
    deactivateAll(environment, user);
    //Activate strong and soft user preferences.
    if context is 1 or 3, then
        activateStrongUserPreferences(user, environment);
        activateSoftUserPreferences(user, environment);
    end if
    //Activate strong/soft user preferences and strong/soft norms.
    if context is 2, then
        activateStrongUserPreferences(user, environment);
        activateSoftUserPreferences(user, environment);
        activateStrongNorms(environment);
        activateSoftNorms(environment);
    end if  
    
    return (environment, user);
}
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7.6 Plan function

The plan function has the purpose of creating a set of calls that should be forwarded depending
on the context that is currently present. The result of this function is thus a set that contains all
calls  modeled  in  some  way  that  is  appropriate  during  implementation,  that  then  can  be
executed/used in the execute function. This function thus uses the information of active user
preferences and norms together with the current critical context point to develop a plan for how
the system should handle the forwarding of calls. The function considers the priority that was
discussed in the Section 7.1.

Since the order, of how user preferences and norms are applied, is of great importance for this
function, the pseudocode is more detailed then the other functions previously described in Sec-
tion 7 to enhance the importance of the order. As was presented in Section 7.1, this function uses
a set of all calls, and then apply different user preferences and norms to that set while creating a
new set that contains all calls that should be forwarded.

Below is the plan function, described in more detail:

function plan (environment, user, context) {
    
    Set := the set of all calls;
    //Will contain calls that should be forwarded.
    pi := empty set;
    StrongUP := getStrongUserPreferences(user);
    SoftUP := getSoftUserPreferences(user);
    StrongN := getStrongNorms(environment);
    SoftN := getSoftNorms(environment);

    for each item in StrongUP in decreasing order of weights, do
        if isActive(item) is true, then
            //For all calls in Set that strong user preference
            //agree should be forwarded, add them to pi.
            pi := pi + getCallsToForward(Set, item);
            
            //For all calls in Set that strong user preference
            //agree should be forwarded, remove them from Set.
            Set := Set - getCallsToForward(Set, item);
            
            //For all calls in Set that strong user preference
            //agree should not be forwarded, remove them from Set.
            Set := Set - getCallsToNotForward(Set, item);
        end if
    end for
    //If context is 2, consider strong norms.
    if context is 2, then
        for each item in StrongN in decreasing order of weights, do
            if isActive(item) is true, then
                //For all calls in Set that strong norm agree 
                //should be forwarded, add them to pi.
                pi := pi + getCallsToForward(Set, item);
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                //For all calls in Set that strong norm agree 
                //should be forwarded remove them from Set.
                Set := Set - getCallsToForward(Set, item);
        
                //For all calls in Set that strong norm agree 
                //should not be forwarded, remove them from Set.
                Set := Set - getCallsToNotForward(Set, item);
            end if
        end for
    end if
    //Always consider soft user preferences.
    for each item in SoftUP in decreasing order of weights, do
        if isActive(item) is true, then
            //For all calls in Set that soft user preference 
            //agree should be forwarded, add them to pi.
            pi := pi + getCallsToForward(Set, item);
            
            //For all calls in Set that soft user preference
            //agree should be forwarded, remove them from Set.
            Set := Set - getCallsToForward(Set, item);
            
            //For all calls in Set that soft user preference
            //agree should not be forwarded, remove them from Set.
            Set := Set - getCallsToNotForward(Set, item);
        end if
    end for
    //If context is 2, consider soft norms.
    if context is 2, then
        for each item in SoftN in decreasing order of weights, do
            if isActive(item) is true, then
                //For all calls in Set that soft norm agree 
                //should be forwarded, add them to pi.
                pi := pi + getCallsToForward(Set, item);
                
                //For all calls in Set that soft norm agree 
                //should be forwarded remove them from Set.
                Set := Set - getCallsToForward(Set, item);
        
                //For all calls in Set that soft norm agree 
                //should not be forwarded, remove them from Set.
                Set := Set - getCallsToNotForward(Set, item);
            end if
        end for
    end if

    //Add all calls left in Set to pi.
    pi := pi + Set;

    return pi;
}
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7.7 Algorithm applied on the use case

In this subsection, the algorithm presented in pseudocode is tested on the school use case de-
scribed in Section 3.2. Two ground situations are presented and the results of the algorithm for
these ground situations are then described.

Since the algorithm is to be tested, we first need to define the rules needed for the pseudocode to
work. The following is assumed when the ground situations are tested:

1. All the functions and the algorithm that are described in the Section 7.3, 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6
are implemented as they are stated in the sections.

2. The strong and soft user preferences and the strong and soft norms that are used are the
same as they are defined in Section 5.1.2 and 5.1.4.

3. Weights are used to handle interference between user preferences and norms that are of
the same category. These weights are:

• Strong user preferences: Contacts (1).

• Soft user preferences: Age (1), Contacts (2) and Speed (3). 

• Strong norms: Time & Speed (1).

• Soft norm: Not Illegal (1).

7.7.1 Algorithm ground situation

In order to show how the flow of the algorithm written in pseudocode handles a general setting, a
use case is needed. The use case that is used is the use case described in Section 3.2. The follow-
ing ground situation described in text is used when the flow of the algorithm is tested:

The user is a man who is 30 years old. The time of the day when the ground situation starts is
6:59 am. Between point 1 and 4, his driving speed is 70 km/h. Between point 2 and 3, the time
changes  to 7 am. He has  the user preference to receive  calls  up to a maximum speed of  60
km/hrs.
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7.7.2 Algorithm execution between context point 1 and 2

The following section describes how the algorithm handles the ground situation described in
Section 7.7.1 when the user/car is between context point 1 and 2.

1. The function getNextPercept returns the percept.

2. The function getContext returns context point 1.

3. The function brf updates the world representation.

4. The filter function is executed:

1. All user preferences and norms are fetched.

2. All user preferences and norms that are active are shut down.

3. Activation of strong user preferences:

1. The strong user preference contacts is activated.

4. Soft user preferences:

1. The soft user preferences age, contacts and speed are all activated.

5. Returns the user and environment changes.

5. The plan function is executed:

1. All user preferences and norms are fetched.

2. Strong user preferences result: 

1. Calls from strong contacts will all be forwarded.

3. Soft user preferences result:

1. Soft age gives no effect, he is too young.

2. Soft contacts will be forwarded.

3. Soft speed removes all calls that are left.

4. Returns the set of calls that should be forwarded.

6. The plan is executed.

The result is thus, as can be read above, that only calls from strong and soft contacts are forward-
ed.
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7.7.3 Algorithm execution between context point 2 and 3

The following section describes how the algorithm handles the ground situation described in
Section 7.7.1 when the user/car is between context point 2 and 3 (the critical area).

1. The function getNextPercept returns the percept.

2. The function getContext returns context point 2.

3. The function brf updates the world representation.

4. The filter function is executed:

1. All user preferences and norms are fetched.

2. All user preferences and norms that are active are shut down.

3. Activation of strong user preferences:

1. The strong user preference contacts is activated.

4. Activation of strong norms:

1. Time and Speed is activated (if time is >= 7 am).

5. Activation of soft user preferences:

1. The soft user preferences age, contacts and speed are all activated.

6. Activation of soft norms:

1. The soft norm Not Illegal is activated.

7. Returns the user and environment changes.

5. The plan function is executed:

1. All user preferences and norms are fetched.

2. Strong user preferences result: 

1. Calls from strong contacts will all be forwarded.

3. Strong norms result:

1. Remove all calls that are left (if time is >= 7 am and <= 5 pm). If time is >= 7 am
and <= 5 pm, soft user preferences and soft norms will have no effect.

4. Soft user preferences result:

1. Soft age gives no effect, he is too young.

2. Soft contacts will be forwarded.

3. Soft speed removes all calls that are left.

5. Soft norms result:

1. Not Illegal forwards all remaining calls.

6. Returns the set of calls that should be forwarded.

6. The plan is executed.

From above, the algorithm only forwards calls from strong and soft contacts if time <= 7 am and
>= 5 pm. If however the time is >= 7 am and <= 5 pm, only strong contacts are forwarded.
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7.7.4 Algorithm execution between context point 3 and 4

The following section describes how the algorithm handles the ground situation described in
Section 7.7.1 when the user/car is between context point 3 and 4.

1. The function getNextPercept returns the percept.

2. The function getContext returns context point 3.

3. The function brf updates the world representation.

4. The filter function is executed:

1. All user preferences and norms are fetched.

2. All user preferences and norms that are active are shut down.

3. Activation of strong user preferences:

1. The strong user preference contacts is activated.

4. Soft user preferences:

1. The soft user preferences age, contacts and speed are all activated.

5. Returns the user and environment changes.

5. The plan function is executed:

1. All user preferences and norms are fetched.

2. Strong user preferences result: 

1. Calls from strong contacts will all be forwarded.

3. Soft user preferences result:

1. Soft age gives no effect, he is too young.

2. Soft contacts will be forwarded.

3. Soft speed removes all calls that are left.

4. Returns the set of calls that should be forwarded.

6. The plan is executed.

As can be seen above, the resulting set of calls from the plan function that is to be executed only
consists of calls from strong and soft contacts, which are all forwarded when the plan is executed.
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7.8 Conclusions for the Decision Making Process

In this section, a novel algorithm has been introduced for managing the decision making process
of a given context-aware system. It has focused on the filtering of the user preferences and the
norms when deciding what calls that should or should not be forwarded. It has described the
critical context points and states that the algorithm needs to consider. 

Section 7.1 has provided suggestions for how the algorithm should handle interference between
user preferences and norms.

The algorithm consists of a main loop, a filter function and a plan function that deliver a result
containing a set of calls that should be forwarded depending on the context that is currently
present.

The execution of the algorithm has been described on a use case in Section 7.7. The execution of
the algorithm on the use case shows that the algorithm can take the preferences of the user and
the norms of the environment currently active between context points in consideration when de-
ciding which calls that should be forwarded. 

In Section 8, the algorithm is evaluated and compared to an application currently available on
the  market.  The  comparison  is  done  in  order  to  illustrate  the  difference  between  how con-
text-aware they are when applying them to six different ground situations based on the use case.
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8 Application Evaluation

In this section an application is evaluated using six different ground situations described in Sec-
tion 8.1. There are not many applications that are context-aware in how they can handle phone
calls with regards of user preferences and norms in the use case of this thesis.

There are some applications that handles the forwarding of calls depending on the preferred con-
tacts of the user. There is for example an application for Android that is developed by ambaIT
System in India [32]. The application is developed to restrict calls for users while driving. Fea-
tures for the applications are that phone calls disconnect after one signal and are listed under
missed phone calls. The user can list contacts from who he/she want to permit calls during driv -
ing. The application also uses GPS to track location of for example family members and to know
the distance between the user and some other person who is driving a car [32]. Another example
is Safely Go that is developed by Safely. This application allows only calls and text messages from
up to a maximum of three important contacts that the user can select. The other contacts can re-
ceive an auto reply when they are trying to contact the user. The application also limit access to
the users application and supports that the user can select three applications to be active while
the user is driving [9].

This thesis evaluates the application Safe Driving + Auto SMS, and considerations are taken to
what actions the application suggests regarding the contexts in Section 8.1. The application is
chosen because it has received good reviews on Google Play and it has 5000-10000 installs. The
application also handles phone calls when the user is driving which is interesting for the general
setting and the use case that is used in this thesis. The evaluation investigates the actions sug-
gested by the application and what the suggested actions are in terms of user preferences and
norms. 

The algorithm presented in Section 7 is evaluated as well, using the same contexts. The actions
that the algorithm suggests are evaluated, while considering user preferences and norms. The ac-
tions suggested by the application and the algorithm are then compared considering their con-
text-awareness when suggesting actions.

In Section 8.5 there is a discussion about other currently available applications on the market
that are context-aware in regards of considering norms when the user is driving, but that do not
handle the forwarding of phone calls.
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8.1 Evaluation using contexts

When we are evaluating the applications and the algorithm for the school use case described in
Section 3.2, the user preferences and norms that are defined in Section 5.1.2 and in Section 5.1.4
are used. As was suggested in Section 7.1, weights can be used in order to handle interfere be-
tween user preferences and norms. When evaluating with regard to the algorithm described by
Section 7, the following user preferences and norms are used with their weights for the algorithm
in parentheses:

• Strong user preferences: Contacts (1).

• Soft user preferences: Age (1), Contacts (2) and Speed (3). 

• Strong norms: Time and Speed (1).

• Soft norm: Not Illegal (1).

In this  section,  six different ground situations are described that are used for the evaluation
process. For these ground situations, there are four different actions that the system suggests,
but these suggestions are only for the ground situations that are described, and if the ground sit-
uations were different, different suggestions might have been presented. For easy reference to
the four actions that the system suggested for the evaluation process for the ground situations,
these actions are defined as:

• A1: Action 1 forward calls from strong contacts.

• A2: Action 2 forward calls from strong and soft contacts.

• A3: Action 3 forward all calls.

• A4: Action 4 forward no calls.

8.1.1 Ground situation 1

The user is a woman who is 70 years old. The time of the day is 12 am. Between point 1 and point
2 in Figure 11 her driving speed is 50 km/hrs, between point 2 and 3 her driving speed is 30
km/hrs and her driving speed is 50 km/hrs between point 3 and 4. She has the user preference to
receive phone calls at maximum speed of 60 km/hrs.

8.1.2 Ground situation 2

The user is a woman who is 70 years old. The time of the day is 8 pm. Between point 1 and 4 she
is keeping the same driving speed, 70 km/hrs. She has the user preference to receive phone calls
at a maximum speed of 50 km/hrs.

8.1.3 Ground situation 3

The user is a man who is 25 years old. The time of the day is 8 pm. Between point 1 and 4 he is
keeping the same driving speed, 70 km/hrs. He has the user preference to receive calls up to a
maximum speed of 110 km/hrs.
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8.1.4 Ground situation 4

The user is a man who is 30 years old. The time of the day when the ground situation starts is
6:59 am. Between point 1 and 4 his driving speed is 68 km/hrs. Between point 2 and 3 the time
changes  to 7 am. He has the user preference to receive  calls  up to a maximum speed of 80
km/hrs.

8.1.5 Ground situation 5

The user is a woman who is 40 years old. The time of the day is 10 am. Between point 1 and 2 her
driving speed is 70 km/hrs, between 2 and 3 the driving speed is 30 km/hrs and between point 3
and 4 it is 35 km/hrs. She has the user preference to receive calls up to a maximum speed of 40
km/hrs. 

8.1.6 Ground situation 6

The user is a man who is 30 years old. The time of the day when the ground situation starts is
6:59 am. Between point 1 and 4 his driving speed is 70 km/h. Between point 2 and 3 the time
changes  to 7 am. He has the user preference to receive  calls  up to a maximum speed of 60
km/hrs.

8.2 Safe Driving + Auto SMS

The application Safe Driving + Auto SMS for Android is developed by LeMi Apps. The ambition
of the company is to create applications that makes the life easier for the user, that make the use
of the Android phone more enjoyable, to make the Android phone smarter, to help the user get
rid of some problems and to free up available time for the user [33].

The application is developed to be a driving application for secure driving. There are pictures of
the application on Google play website that show the settings for the application [10]. The appli-
cation has features to set different time ranges for user created profiles, and option to set time,
week days and to repeat weekly. Each profile has its own setting if it should vibrate, be muted,
etc. The application supports the user to create an emergency list with contacts that are allowed
to call the user while driving, or to create a personalized list with contacts that will receive an
auto reply with a personalized message and to create an ignore list for contacts whose SMS or
calls will not be replied to. There is a possibility to auto reply to calls and SMS only for contacts
or only for non-contacts. The application can also store an archive over sent text messages [10].

8.3 Evaluation: Application and algorithm

In this subsection there is an evaluation using the ground situations described by Section 8.1.
The evaluations are illustrated in tables for each ground situation. The tables describes what ac-
tions are suggested when, in a given context, the user receives a phone call between either point 1
and point 2, point 2 and point 3 and point 3 and point 4 that are illustrated in Figure 12 in Sec -
tion 6.4. The points in the tables are called P1, P2, P3 and P4.
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8.3.1 Evaluation: Ground situation 1

Table 1 illustrates the evaluation of Ground situation 1. In Ground situation 1, the user is a wom-
an who is 70 years old. The time of the day is 12 am. Between point 1 and point 2 in Figure 11 her
driving speed is 50 km/hrs, between point 2 and 3 her driving speed is 30 km/hrs and her driv-
ing speed is 50 km/hrs between point 3 and 4. She has the user preference to receive phone calls
at maximum speed of 60 km/hrs.

Safe Driving + Auto SMS does not have any settings for the user to provide his/her age and it
does not provide any option to set preferred maximum speed to stop receiving phone calls for the
user. The application does have a setting to allow strong contacts to call even when the user is
driving. The application does not consider time of the day together with active norms of the envi-
ronment at that time. Since the user can allow strong contacts to call, the system will suggest ac-
tion A1, to forward all calls from strong contacts and to not forward any other call, between all
points in the Ground situation.

Between P1-P2, the algorithm does not consider the soft or strong norms of the environment, but
it does activate strong contacts. The algorithm then activates the soft user preference age. Since
the user preference is age, that states that calls should not be forwarded to someone who is older
than 67.6 years old, and since the user is 70 years old, no other user preferences are applied after
that one is activated. Thus the algorithm only forwards calls from strong contacts, A1, between
P1-P2.

Between P2-P3, the algorithm activates the strong contacts. Since the time is 12 am, the strong
norm considering speed and time is also activated. After the strong norm is activated, no soft
user preferences or soft norms are activated. The action is thus to only forward calls from strong
contacts, A1, between P2-P3.

Between P3-P4, the algorithm activates user preferences in a similar way as it does between P1-
P2, and thus only calls from strong contacts are forwarded.

Table 1: Result of evaluation of Ground situation 1.

8.3.2 Evaluation: Ground situation 2

Table 2 illustrates the evaluation of Ground situation 2. In Ground situation 2, the user is a wom-
an who is 70 years old. The time of the day is 8 pm. Between point 1 and 4 she is keeping the
same driving speed, 70 km/hrs. She has the user preference to receive phone calls at a maximum
speed of 50 km/hrs.

Safe Driving + Auto SMS application is not context-aware such that it takes time into considera-
tion in terms of norms of the environment. The only time setting in the application is for the user
to set the time for when certain profiles should be active or not. The application does not handle
if the user is driving during daytime or nighttime in terms of considering which norms are active
or not. There are not any speed preferences or option to add age for the user. There is an option
to store strong contacts that are allowed to call when the user is driving, and soft contacts con-

P1 – P2 P2 - P3 P3 – P4

A1 A1 A1

A1 A1 A1

Ground situation 1

Application

Algorithm
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tacts that the application will not forward the phone calls from. In this situation between all
points, P1-p4, only calls from strong contacts will be forwarded.

The algorithm activates strong contacts between P1-P2. It then activates the soft user preference
age. Since the driver is 70 years old, the other user preferences are not activated. Only calls from
strong contacts are forwarded, A1. Since it is 8 pm, the strong norm is not active, and the algo -
rithm provides the same results between P2-P3 and P3-P4.

Table 2: Result of evaluation of Ground situation 2.

8.3.3 Evaluation: Ground situation 3

Table 3 illustrates the evaluation of Ground situation 3. In Ground situation 3, the user is a man 
who is 25 years old. The time of the day is 8 pm. Between point 1 and 4 he is keeping the same 
driving speed, 70 km/hrs. He has the user preference to receive calls up to a maximum speed of 
110 km/hrs.

Safe Driving + Auto SMS does not, as previously stated, have user preferences for speed or for 
age. The application does not take time or speed norms of the environment into consideration 
when suggesting actions to the user. The application supports settings for calls from strong con-
tacts to be forwarded while the user is driving, and other phone calls will not be forwarded. In 
this situation between P1-P4, only calls from strong contacts are forwarded. 

The algorithm activates strong contacts between P1-P2. Since the user is 25 years old, the user 
preference age is not activated. Soft contacts is activated, and since he is driving in 70 km/hrs 
and the soft user preference for speed is 110 km/hrs, it is not activated. Thus, the algorithm for-
wards all calls between P1-P2, A3. Since the situation occur at 8 pm in the evening, the algorithm
provides the same results between P2-P3 and P3-P4.

Table 3: Result of evaluation of Ground situation 3.

P1 – P2 P2 - P3 P3 – P4

A1 A1 A1

A1 A1 A1

Ground situation 2

Application

Algorithm

P1 – P2 P2 - P3 P3 – P4

A1 A1 A1

A3 A3 A3

Ground situation 3

Application

Algorithm
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8.3.4 Evaluation: Ground situation 4

Table 4 illustrates the evaluation of Ground situation 4. In Ground situation 4, the user is a man 
who is 30 years old. The time of the day when the ground situation starts is 6:59 am. Between 
point 1 and 4 his driving speed is 68 km/hrs. Between point 2 and 3 the time changes to 7 am. He
has the user preference to receive calls up to a maximum speed of 80 km/hrs.

Safe Driving + Auto SMS is not context-aware in the sense that it considers changes in time, or if 
that change in time activates or deactivates certain norms of the environment. The application 
does not take age into consideration when providing suggestions, and neither does it offer the 
user the option to choose up to what speed he is willing to accept calls. Thus the application only 
forwards calls from strong contacts and does not forward any other calls.

The algorithm activates strong contacts between P1-P2. Since the user is 30 years old, the soft 
user preference age is not activated. The algorithm then activates the user preference soft con-
tacts, and since he is driving below his soft user preference speed, it is not activated. Thus, the al-
gorithm forwards all calls between P1-P2, A3.

Between P2-P3, the algorithm provides the same results as between P1-P2, A3, until the time 
changes to 7 am. Then the algorithm activates strong contacts and then the strong norm. It does 
not activate any soft user preferences or any soft norms. The result is that only calls from strong 
contacts are forwarded, A1.

Between P3-P4, the algorithm provides the same result as it does between P1-P2, and thus all 
calls are forwarded, A3.

Table 4: Result of evaluation of Ground situation 4.

8.3.5 Evaluation: Ground situation 5

Table 5 illustrates the evaluation of Ground situation 5. In Ground situation 5, the user is a wom-
an who is 40 years old. The time of the day is 10 am. Between point 1 and 2 her driving speed is 
70 km/hrs, between 2 and 3 the driving speed is 30 km/hrs and between point 3 and 4 it is 35 
km/hrs. She has the user preference to receive calls up to a maximum speed of 40 km/hrs. 

Safe Driving + Auto SMS does not provide the option for the user to set up to what maximum 
speed the user wishes to receive phone calls. There is, however, an option for the user to allow 
strong contacts to call when the user is driving. The application only considers the fact that the 
user is driving but does not consider when and where the user is driving, such that the applica-
tion considers norms that are active in the current environment of the user. In this context, the 
application suggests action 1, A1, to forward the calls from strong contacts between P1-P4.

The algorithm activates strong contacts between P1-P2. Since the user is 40 years old, the soft 
user preference age is not activated. The algorithm then activates the user preference soft con-
tacts. Since the user has the user preference to only receive calls up to a maximum speed of 40 

P1 – P2 P2 - P3 P3 – P4

A1 A1 A1

A3 A3

Ground situation 4

Application

Algorithm

A3 (until 7 
am), A1 (at 

7am)
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km/hrs, and she is driving in 70 km/hrs, the user preference speed is activated as well. The result
is that only calls from strong and soft contacts are forwarded, A2.

Between P2-P3, the algorithm activates strong contacts. Since the time is 10 am, the algorithm 
activates the strong norm. No soft user preferences or soft norm are activated. The result is that 
only calls from strong contacts are forwarded, A1.

Between P3-P4, the algorithm activates strong contacts. The soft user preference age is not acti-
vated. The algorithm then activates the user preference soft contacts, and since the user has the 
driving speed 35 km/hrs, the soft user preference speed is not activated. The result is that all 
calls are forwarded, A3.

Table 5: Result of evaluation of Ground situation 5.

8.3.6 Evaluation: Ground situation 6

Table 6 illustrates the evaluation of Ground situation 6. In Ground situation 6, the user is a man
who is 30 years old. The time of the day when the ground situation starts is 6:59 am. Between
point 1 and 4 his driving speed is 70 km/h. Between point 2 and 3 the time changes to 7 am. He
has the user preference to receive calls up to a maximum speed of 60 km/hrs.

Safe Driving + Auto SMS does not take time changes into consideration in terms of considering 
the active norms of the environment. It also does not support any user preference for speed or 
age. Similar to the other situations, the application only forward calls from strong contacts be-
tween P1-P4, A1.

The algorithm activates the user preference strong contacts between P1-P2. The user preference 
age is not activated since the user is 30 years old. Then the algorithm activates the user prefer-
ence soft contacts. The algorithm then activates the soft user preference speed since the user has 
the setting to only receive phone calls up to maximum speed of 60 km/hrs and his driving speed 
is 70 km/hrs. The result is that calls from strong and soft contacts are forwarded, A2. 

Between P2-P3, the algorithm provides the same result as it does between P1-P2, A2, until time 
changes to 7 am. At 7 am, the algorithm activates strong contacts and then the strong norm. The 
result is that only calls from strong contacts are forwarded, A1.

Between P3-P4, the algorithm provides the same result as it does between P1-P2, and thus for-
ward calls from strong and soft contacts, A2.

Table 6: Result of evaluation of Ground situation 6.

P1 – P2 P2 - P3 P3 – P4

A1 A1 A1

A2 A1 A3

Ground situation 5

Application

Algorithm

P1 – P2 P2 - P3 P3 – P4

A1 A1 A1

A2 A2

Ground situation 6

Application

Algorithm

A2 (until 7 
am), A1 (at 

7am)
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8.3.6 Evaluation: Conclusions

The evaluation shows that Safe Driving + Auto SMS does not suggest actions that are based on a
context-aware decision making process that consider norms of the environment. The suggestion
is based on a static user preference: user choose contacts that are allowed to call when the user is
driving and all other calls are not being forwarded. 

The evaluation illustrates that the algorithm suggests actions for which calls that should be for-
warded or not when taking the user preferences and norms of the environment into considera-
tion. This is clearly shown in the Ground situations 4-6 where there are a clear difference be-
tween the results of the algorithm depending on if the user is in P1-P2, P2-P3 or P3-P4. 

As can be seen, the decisions taken by the algorithm are different from the decisions taken by the
application that is not context-aware. Since user preferences and norms that the algorithm is
considering can be changed or modified, the norms and user preferences can change the behav-
ior of the algorithm in a lot of different ways, depending on the implementation of the user pref-
erences and norms. It is also clear that the algorithm behaves more appropriately in the ground
situations then the application when the defined user preferences and norms for the use case are
considered.

8.4 Discussion regarding context-aware applications

There are not many applications currently available on the market that are context-aware in
terms that they manage phone calls for the user when the user is driving, in terms of considering
user preferences of the user and the norms of the environment. There are, however, some appli-
cations that consider the norms of the environment in applications for driving that are discussed
in this section.

Speed Adviser is an application that is developed by Transport for NSW. It is an application
made for users in New South Wales in Australia. This application is using GPS and alerts the
user if he/she is speeding to remind the user to keep speed within the sign posted limit. The ap -
plication also knows where and when every school zone in New South Wales is active and display
the speed limit of 40 km/hrs to the user. The application also senses if the user is using the appli-
cation during the night or the day, and adjust lightning of the phone depending on which mode
the user is currently in. There is also support for the user to specify if he/she is driving a heavy
vehicle, and the application will warn if the allowed speed of New South Wales is exceeded [34].
This application is a good example of an application that is context-aware in terms of considering
norms and suggest different actions to the user depending on the context. The application is only
for users in Australia and it does not handle incoming phone calls and do not provide any user
settings for managing incoming phone calls for the user. The application can therefor not handle
the general setting or the use case of this thesis. However, since the application considers norms
of the environment, it could be extended to handle phone calls while driving as well.

iOnRoad Augmented Driving Lite is another application that uses the smartphone's native cam-
era, GPS and sensors to detect vehicles that drives in front of the vehicle of the user. The applica-
tion alerts the driver when he/she is in danger. It also warns the driver if he/she is driving off a
highway road in over 60 km/hrs. During daytime, the application detects speed signs for the
user. The application also supports that the user can detect where the user parked the car and
takes a snapshot of the parking slot. Through the use of that snapshot and GPS, the application
can guide the user to the car [35]. This application is also a good example of a context-aware ap-
plication since it can use GPS, cameras and sensors to interact with the environment and take
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norms into consideration when suggesting actions to the user. However, this application do not
manage the users phone calls at all.
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9 Results

This thesis has studied modeling of user preferences and norms in context-aware systems. Since
people today are more used to being reachable at all times, the demand for context-aware sys-
tems is increasing which makes the topic relevant to study. 

This thesis has been looking at a general setting in the interaction between a user and an envi -
ronment. An example use case has been used throughout the thesis where the user is a car driver
who is approaching near a school,  there are road signs next to the school specifying that on
weekdays between 7 am and 5 pm, the maximum speed limit is 30 km/hrs and otherwise the
speed limit is 70 km/hrs. The user receives a phone call at some point in this use case. 

Considering the problem specification in Section 3.3, the thesis has suggested an approach for
answering the following research questions:

1. For some important subsets of user preferences for our use case, how should they affect
a context-aware system? (1)

2. For some important subsets of norms of the environment for our use case, how should
they affect a context-aware system? (2)

3. How should (1) and (2) affect each other in a context-aware system? (3)

9.1 Research question 1

In order to answer Question 1, a UML model has been created to model the user profile in terms
of user preferences. The most important part of the user modeling is to show that a user has user
preferences and user preferences are either strong or soft. That is the modeling of the user profile
for the general setting. For the use case described in Section 3.2, the user has the user prefer-
ences that are introduced by Section 5.1.2, where the strong user preference is strong contacts
and the soft user preferences are soft contacts, age and speed.

In Section 5, the activation conditions and deactivation conditions for the user preferences have
been described in text and illustrated in life cycle diagrams. The conclusion is that the user pref-
erences are active at the start of the general setting described in Section 3.1. The user preferences
deactivation condition is the end of the general setting. For the use case, the user preferences ac-
tivation condition is the start of the use case and the deactivation condition is the end of the use
case.

The user preferences affect the context-aware system in how they are modeled in the UML and
when they are activated and deactivated in the general setting. For the use case, a context-aware
system needs to know how to model the strong and soft user preferences as a part of the user
profile and need to consider them during the entire use case, which means to activate them at the
start of the use case and deactivate them at the end of the use case.
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9.2 Research question 2

UML modeling has been used to model the environment profile in terms of norms. The environ-
ment of the general setting has an environment profile and the environment profile has norms.
Norms can be either strong or soft. Strong norms are norms that are considered more important
in the general setting, while soft norms are considered to be more flexible. It is also important for
a context-aware system to know the location of the environment and the current time. For the
use case described in Section 3.2, the environment also must include location and current time.
The environment has an environment profile. The environment profile has norms. The norms
are strong norm consisting of speed and time and the soft norm that in Sweden it is not illegal to
use the cellphone when driving.

It is important for a context-aware system to know when a norm is activated in the current con-
text and when a norm is deactivated. The activation and deactivation conditions have been de-
scribed in Section 5 and illustrated in life cycle diagrams. The norms activation condition is the
start of the critical area of the general setting. The critical area is the area where some object is
present in the environment that makes the norm active there, like a road crossing or a traffic
light. The deactivation condition for the norms is when the critical area has been passed. For the
use case the critical area is between the road signs where the school is situated, and the norms
are activated when entering this area and deactivated when this area is passed.

The norms of the environment affect a context-aware system in how they are modeled. They also
affect a context-aware system in when the norms are activated and deactivated so that a system
knows when the norms need to be taken into consideration. In the use case, the norms affect a
context-aware system when soft and strong norms are activated when passing the first road sign,
while passing the school and until the second road sign has been passed.

9.3 Research question 3

In order to find out how the user preferences and norms affect each other in a context-aware sys -
tem, this thesis has provided an algorithm written in pseudocode in Section 7. Focus of the algo-
rithm has been on the context-aware decision making process.

The algorithm that is provided consists of a main loop, a filtering function and a plan function.
The main loop controls the flow of the system, and is running multiple times during the whole
ground situation.  The filtering  function checks  activation conditions  of  user preferences  and
norms, and activates them depending on the current context. The plan function creates a set of
calls that should be forwarded for a given context, and does this by handling the activated user
preferences  and norms.  Interference  that  is  described  in  Section  7.1  that  can occur  between
norms and user preferences, is handled by using weights for all user preferences and norms of
the same category (strong or soft), and a general priority between the user preference and norm
categories. The general priority is strong user preferences > strong norms > soft user preferences
> soft norms. Some parts of the algorithm are left out, and if the algorithm was to be implement-
ed, the functions that are used in the algorithm that are not shown in pseudocode need to be cre-
ated.

To illustrate how this decision making process is context-aware, the application Safe Driving +
Auto SMS, which manages forwarding or not forwarding phone calls to a user, has been evaluat-
ed. This application is not context-aware in terms of taking norms of the environment into con-
sideration when deciding if it should forward or not forward calls to the user. The evaluation has
taken six different situations of the example use case, and taken the different context points of
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the setting into consideration and the actions suggested by the application given between these
points have been presented. The same ground situations have been evaluated using the algo-
rithm provided in pseudocode in Section 7. The conclusion of that evaluation is that the algo-
rithm is context-aware in how it suggests if calls should be forwarded or not in each given con -
text.

It has also been shown that there are applications that manage forwarding or not forwarding of
calls  with  regards  to  user  preferences,  and  that  there  are  other  applications  that  are  con-
text-aware when considering the user as a car driver and the norms of the environment. Howev-
er, there are not many context-aware applications currently on the market that are context-aware
for the general setting and the use case studied in this thesis.
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10 Discussion

In this section, there is a discussion about the thesis and what the thesis provides and does not
provide in terms of results. There is a discussion about the development of the thesis and what
improvements that can be done. Finally, this section gives suggestions on further work that can
be done using this thesis as a basis. 

10.1 Development and result of the thesis

This thesis has been subject to change a couple of times. At the beginning of the development of
this thesis, it was more focused on investigating the specific use case and how to model a con -
text-aware system for that use case. As the work progressed the modeling of the user preferences,
the norms of the environment and the life cycles showed that this modeling is useful in most sim-
ilar contexts and not only for the specific use case. The approach changed to generate a more
general model of the general setting that share common features described in Section 3.1.

The thesis provides a result on how to model user preferences and norms in a context-aware sys-
tem. This result can be applied to the general setting described in Section 3.1, and on the exam-
ple use case by following the path of first looking at the UML modeling of the user profile in
terms of user preferences, and the environment profile in terms of norms. Then the life cycles
generated for user preferences and norms to find activation conditions and deactivation condi-
tions of them to show how they affect a context-aware system. The algorithm can then be used
for how a context-aware system should generate results when considering how user preferences
and norms affect each other in a context-aware system. 

10.2 Conclusions 

The thesis and its results can always be improved. The improvements that could be done is to in-
vestigate a broader general setting so that a context-aware system can take norms of a larger en-
vironment into consideration in the system and more preferences of the user. There could also be
more example use cases to get more modeling examples of user preferences and norms. Howev-
er, since the time for a thesis is limited, it has to be restricted to the general setting in this thesis
and to one use case.

The user preferences that are used in the use case described in Section 3.2 could have been
changed to other ones or to have more added. However, the ones that are used are user prefer-
ences commonly mentioned in research and that is why they were chosen. The use case was also
used as an example on how to model user preferences in a context-aware system. 

The algorithm that has been introduced to manage the context-aware decision making process is
an example, and as the evaluation in Section 8 has shown, the algorithm works on the general
setting and on the use case of this thesis, and can be used as a basis for implementation.

Since the modeling of user preferences and norms for a context-aware system is for a general set-
ting, it can easily be used for a developer as a basis, and the modeling facilitates adding addition -
al user preferences and norms. The algorithm can be adapted to change the order of priorities
should the user want to make the solution give stronger priorities to norms in order to make the
context-aware system more adapted to, for example, safe driving.

This thesis model user preferences and norms in a context-aware system, but it does not show
how the implementation should be done. It can be used as a basis for the developer to build an
application from the ground up. Through the use of the model the user can easily add more user
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preferences and norms if he/she wants to. If an application should be developed, it is important
for the developer to consider the privacy issues described in Section 2.4. When a context-aware
system is developed it is important to investigate what information a system can gather and how
to handle sensitive information so that the user feels comfortable enough in sharing it.

This thesis does not consider execution time of the algorithm and its parts, which is critical when
implementing context-aware systems. A new study that focuses on time complexity of the data
models and the algorithm would enhance the value of this thesis. The life cycle of norms could
also be extended to fit the whole ground situation and not just between context point 2 and 3,
and then the data models and the algorithm could be modified to take the increased life cycles
into consideration.
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